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1-bedroom apartment
Nobelova, Bratislava-Nové Mesto
500 €/month
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HERRYS - FOR RENT, 2 ROOM FLAT WITH PARKING AND CELLAR, NOBELOVA, BA III.
Real estate agency HERRYS offers for rent still uninhabited 2 room flat with balcony. The apartment is located on the
7th floor / total 9/ and offers comfortable living with good access to the city centre. A FLAT 2 room flat with a balcony
Total area 59,34 m2  (floor area of the flat 53,51 m2 + loggia 4,55 m2 + cellar 1,28 m2) Grounplan attached Flat
includes kitchen with high-quality electrical appliances. BENEFITS Peaceful and quiet environment. New building,
apartment not yet inhabited. Parking place in front of apartment house. Security doors. Functional disposition and
spaciousness layout.The flat consists of entrance hall with storage space, living room with kitchen / kitchen with
appliances /, spacious bedroom, bathroom with classic bathtub and floor heating. WC is solved separately - in the
corridor. Access to the balcony is from every room.  LOCATION The Nobelova project is freshly sophisticated, the
apartment offers the maximum comfort for the tenant and excellent accessibility to the center or to the D1 / 15min
highway. Nobelova's project is exceptional as its location and proximity to the Carpathians and sports facilities, while
the city park with tennis courts is right next to the house. The closest center of Polus is just few minutes drive away,
as is the Kuchajda for relaxation. Directly in the apartment house will be fitness center. THE PRICE 600 € including
utilities, parking. The apartment is immediately available. © Text and photographs are the author's work and property
of the HERRYS real estate agency

DISPOSITION
Real estate agency HERRYS offers for rent still uninhabited 2 room flat with balcony. The apartment is located on the
7th floor / total 9/ and offers comfortable living with good access to the city centre. A FLAT 2 room flat with a balcony
Total area 59,34 m2  (floor area of the flat 53,51 m2 + loggia 4,55 m2 + cellar 1,28 m2) Grounplan attached Flat
includes kitchen with high-quality electrical appliances. BENEFITS Peaceful and quiet environment. New building,
apartment not yet inhabited. Parking place in front of apartment house. Security doors. Functional disposition and
spaciousness layout.The flat consists of entrance hall with storage space, living room with kitchen / kitchen with
appliances /, spacious bedroom, bathroom with classic bathtub and floor heating. WC is solved separately - in the
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corridor. Access to the balcony is from every room.  LOCATION The Nobelova project is freshly sophisticated, the
apartment offers the maximum comfort for the tenant and excellent accessibility to the center or to the D1 / 15min
highway. Nobelova's project is exceptional as its location and proximity to the Carpathians and sports facilities, while
the city park with tennis courts is right next to the house. The closest center of Polus is just few minutes drive away,
as is the Kuchajda for relaxation. Directly in the apartment house will be fitness center. THE PRICE 600 € including
utilities, parking. The apartment is immediately available. © Text and photographs are the author's work and property
of the HERRYS real estate agency

LOCALITY
The Nobelova project is freshly sophisticated, the apartment offers the maximum comfort for the tenant and excellent
accessibility to the center or to the D1 / 15min highway. Nobelova's project is exceptional as its

BENEFITS
Peaceful and quiet environment. New building, apartment not yet inhabited. Parking place in front of apartment
house. Security doors. Functional disposition and spaciousness

PRICE
500 €/month (Energy: 150 €/month)

© The text and photos are the author's work and property of the real estate agency HERRYS.


